This paper tackles the question of the deity (IAt) in ancient Egyptian theology. It aims at presenting a complete overview of the deity in ancient Egyptian art and scripts in an attempt to consolidate its origin and track the forms in which it was portrayed as well as accounting for its features, symbol and role in ancient Egyptian theology since so far there has been no study tackling this deity.
Introduction
The Ancient Egyptian creed comprised several deities who play roles in the labour process. The first of these roles is conceiving. This task was assigned to the deity Hqt (Heqet) who was responsible for the formation of the embryo and its protection inside the uterus. She also supervised the birth process.
(1) She was also the patroness of family and pregnant women.
(2) Next, comes the idea of forming the baby of which Khnum was responsible. Owing to his being a 'potter', Khnum was responsible for granting life to all creatures through his pottery wheel.
(3) Then there are the deities Taweret and Bes respectively whose roles are due after the delivery of the baby. The goddess Taweret is responsible for suckling. She is portrayed in her human form breast-feeding King Horemheb on the walls of Gebel El Silsila temple.
(4) She was associated with this role through her posture and form. She is usually portrayed in the form of a pregnant woman leaning on the protection sign sA. Her role was mainly protecting pregnant women. (5) The deity Bes as well is responsible for protecting the family, pregnant women and then the children after their birth. then, children's earliest protector against the evils of the outer world.
(7) His amulet was given to a pregnant woman during labour since it comprised charms to relieve the labour pain. (8) Later, a new phase begins which is taking care of the baby and providing him with the milk needed for nourishment; a task that was assigned to several deities in ancient Egyptian faith. Isis and Hathor were deities famous for their assigned roles within this aspect. The Pyramid texts comprised a lot of amulets portraying Isis as the deity responsible for milk, especially after she had assisted in reviving Osiris.
(9) She hid her newly-born baby Horus in Delta in order to protect him against the harm his uncle Seth may inflict. She took good care of him breast-fed him as well. (10) Likewise, there was Hesat, the cow deity, which was known as the milk deity HDt HsAt . (11) It was worshipped in the form of a white cow in the twelve and eighteenth Nomes. (12) That is because, according to Faulkner, HDt HsAt means the white milk. Meanwhile, HsA itself means (milk) as well as the cow deity when written in the form (13) as it is the deity providing mankind with milk. (14) However, the deity that is to be Oxford, 2015, 33, 69, 172. (13) FCD, 177; Urk. IV, 238, 14. (14) Wilkinson, Complete Gods and Goddesses, 174; in the Ptolemaic era, the deity Hesat was linked to the goddess Isis. She was portrayed as a woman with two horns of a cow like those of the cow (Isis-Hesat), ibid.
tackled in this study is one of the most prominent deities within this context. It was also the milk deity in Ancient Egypt that used to provide newly-born babies with milk. Hence, it was known as (milk provider).
(15) Yet, there is not enough literature about this deity to elaborate its functional roles in ancient Egyptian theology.
Milk was undoubtedly the main element in the breast-feeding process. The link between milk and deities can be traced back to earlier ages where it was offered as a form of libation to gods. (16) It was also used to revive and reincarnate the deceased king in the afterworld as it was used to renew life through divine breastfeeding. It is also used as source of nourishment to feed the baby Horus and it was portrayed filling pots.
(17) These pots were shaped in the form of women postures. One of them even was in the form of the deity Isis breast feeding her baby Horus. Milk was poured from openings that looked like nipples. Based on the role played by Isis taking care of her baby, it was believed that these pots were partly responsible for producing milk for women who were not breast feeding.
(18) Thus, milk became a necessity for all the living as well. A lot of scenes existed portraying the process of breast feeding the monarch in Ancient Egypt mostly as a royal bay and heir as was the case with Horus. Ivanova, Milk, 6 ; Milk was a symbol of renewal during religious festivals such as Sed and Opet. The goddesses offering milk to the monarch during coronation were the same goddesses offering milk to the deceased in the afterlife. Among the most famous goddesses that were portrayed offering milk are Hathor, Isis, Nekhbet, Nut and Wadjet. They used to offer the king milk in life and after death. Nekhbet and Wadjet were portrayed together breast feeding the baby king as well as breastfeeding the same king in the afterlife.
Several deities, such as Hesat, Isis, Mehet-wrt and IAt (IAt)
were linked to milk. All were responsible for protecting the deceased and empowering his reincarnation before the gods in the after-world. (20) Therefore, religious texts and scenes were replete with various forms that depict the process of breast feeding such as that of the cow Hathor breast feeding the monarch (21) followed by several cows ready to get milked in order to feed the newly born as depicted in the Queen Hatshepsut' divine birth scene. (22) 1-The Name of the Deity in Ancient Egyptian Language:
The name of the deity IAt existed in Ancient Egyptian language in several forms since the times of the Old Kingdom. It was written in a WAs scepter in the form IA.t at the time of the Third Dynasty indicating a particular deity.
(23) Moreover, it is found in the Berlin dictionary in several forms such as: ,
IA.t indicating a particular goddess from the Old
Kingdom. (24) It is noted that the first word has taken the determinative Mwt and Ma'at's feather was found on top of the Henceforth, both concepts were portrayed in funeral temples and scripts. For more information about the usage of milk in Opet and Sed festivals check the same reference, 8-11. (20) Guglielmi, W., "Milch (wirtschaft)", LÄ IV, 125-6; According to Guglielmi, he used to make a kind of yogurt from milk. Similarly, was the idea of making butter that was known as a sort of medication made out of various animal dairies like cows and sheep herds, ibid. (21) It has also appeared in the scene of breast feeding King Amenhotep III at the Luxor temple in the first record on the western wall of the labour chamber. The king was portrayed at the lower part breast fed by the cow Hathor; Gayet, Al., Le Temple de Louxor, MIFAO tome Quinziéme, E. Leroux, Paris, 1894, 104, pl. LXVI, fig. 185 . Similarly, as the scene of Hatshepsut being breast fed by the cow Hathor in her temple at Deir Al Bahari; Gilligan, G., Comet Venus: part of the God king Scenario series, Troubador Publishing Ltd, Great Biritan, 2009, 81. (22) Naville, E., The Temple of Deir el Bahari, Part II, offices of the Egypt exploration fund, London, 1897, fig. 53. (23) Kahl, J, Bretschneider, M., and Kneissler, B., Frühägyptisches Wörterbuch, ErsteLieferung A-f, (HarrassowitzVerlag, Wiesbaden, 2002, 9. (24) Wb. I, 26.16. scepter in the other two words. This means that this word refers to a goddess.
It is also, writing the name in the phonetic form IA.t as mentioned in the Berlin dictionary indicates the (t) preceded by a dot is used to indicate femininity, and that it is not part of the word root as it is known when changing the names into femininity in the Ancient Egyptian language. (25) Thus, emphasizing its indication of a goddess. The other form in which the name of the deity was written was IAtt .
(26) According to Helck, this form refers to the deity in the feminine form while the form IAt refers to the masculine form as found in the scene on the Temple of Hatshepsut as will be discussed later. (27) The Berlin dictionary indicates the appearance of the milk deity iAty without the determinative of the word since the Eighteenth Dynasty.
(28) This is highlighted also by what is stated by Hannig concerning the names of male deities in the form using the determinative of the linguistic aspect of the male form of the deity. (29) The name was also mentioned in the deity name list without a determinative in the form . . ; Owing to the precedence of the feminine name of the deity, the Researcher has preferred to use the word "goddess" instead of "god" in the title of this paper. (29) Hannig, Großes Handwörterbuch:(HL1), 3000, {43090}; the word has appeared in Berlin Dictionary in the form without a divine determinative to mean residence, place or mountain; Wb. I, 26, 9-13; FCD, 7; Also, has appeared in the incantation no. 1019 in the coffin texts with the determinative of a sitting god. Faulkner; These two forms were linked together in and to express the goddess IAt through the incantation no. 211 that is found in pyramid texts. It appeared in the pyramid texts of King Unas and it appeared as in the pyramid texts of King Teti in the same phrase that states: (31) Pyramid text of Unas
Pyramid text of Teti

Xnmtt .f pw nt IAt
His nursing mother is IAt (32) Faulkner referred to it in his translation as the dairies deity.
(33)
IAt as a Dairy Deity
One of the most ancient evidence that linked the deity IAt to dairies and suckling is the form that meant the (dairy deity). It was part of the incantation no. 578 that is concerned with resurrection among King Pepi's pyramid texts in a phrase stating:
however, translated it as mount in CT VII, 1019, 241a meaning with [Anubis over his] mount; CT III, spell 1019, 121; Barguet, P., CT, 604, 1019 (Pap. Gar. II). The question then is whether this word means the residence of the deity (and in this case who the deity is?) or does it refer to the masculine form of IAt? m rn .k pw n IA.t (34) "In thy name, the dairies deity" (35) Faulkner highlights the link between the two written forms that appeared in the same manners and symbolizing the Milk-goddess.
(36) Leitz, agrees to the same point concerning the written form and its function as deity associated with milk in ancient Egyptian creed.
(37) In addition to its being mentioned in the pyramid texts as a milk-goddess and responsible for taking care of and breast feeding the king as it is previously mentioned. (38) The name had also appeared on the pillars nearby the tomb of Htp-Hr-n-PtH in Giza that dates to the Old Kingdom. It Paris, 1980 Paris, , 11 (77.0116), 1980 was also written as , and . (42) As it was also referred to a drink known as Dsrt iAtt .
Faulkner referred to it as sDrt iAtt Dsrt iAtt which meant a: milky drink.
(44) It was also mentioned in the Pyramid texts of King Unas in incantation no. 149 on the northern part of the burial chamber. It was part of the sacrifice rituals used to prepare the offerings table as a sort of drinks.
(45) It was written in the forms Dsrt (46) and sDrt iAttt (47) meaning: cream (48) in the phrase:
Dd mdw sp 4 n Wnis pn fAt sp 4 Dsrt iAtt iab 2
"Reciting four times to Unas and to increase the offerings four times two pots of creamy drink".
Faulkner translates this last part as: "two pots of sacred milk".
(50) Helck, meanwhile, translates it as: the drink of milk.
According to Mercer, it is translated to mean a beer peculiar to Thebes (52) as he considered the word used wAst not iAtt.
Meeks suggests that Dsrt iAtt means a lotion made of milk.
It was stated in medical scripts that it was used to treat asthma. It Meeks II, 13 (78.0126), 1981. was a sort of beverage made up of a mashed and refined plant to which milk is added. The goddess Hathor had been linked to this beverage and she was known as the mistress of Dsrt beverage.
Henceforth, this goddess has been linked to milk, nourishment and breastfeeding through its particular name IAt.
(55) Sethe has also assured this role during the epoch of the New Kingdom. (56) During the Hellenic era, the expression anx wAs was employed. It was used to mean life and authority and was used to refer to milk. An example is the phrase: Ssp .n .i anx wAs r snp Dt which means: I have received the milk for eternal renewal. This notion was confirmed through the scripts associated with offering milk to renew the monarchy.
(57) The Researcher refers to this term in order to affirm the continuity of the connection between the wAs scepter -which was one written form of the goddess IAtwith milk until the end of Ancient Egyptian history. Sethe, K., Urkunden des AegyptischenAltertums in Verbindungmitanderen Herausgegeben: Urkunden der 18. Dynastie, I, J. C. Hinrichs'sche, Leipzig, 1914, 107; Urk. IV, 231, 15. (57) Ivanova, Milk, 6. (58) In addition to the connection between the wAs scepter and IAt, it is also associated with other gods such as IgAy and Isis. The wAs scepter is a bar that ends in an animal head and at the bottom has animal feet. It stands for authority and usually monarchs and deities are portrayed holding it in different scenes; Martin, K., "Was-Zepter", LÄ VI, 1152-3; the wAs scepter was used to write the name of the god Osiris. Brougsch was one of the pioneers who indicated similarities in the way both Thebes and Osiris are written in terms of using the wAs scepter . The name Osiris appears in several forms where the scepter is used such as: ، ، ، ; Brougsch, H., "Ueber die Lautung des Zeichens in demNamen des Osiris und des thebanischen Nomos", ZÄS 2, 1967, 67-8; Derchain-Urtel, M. Th., "Die Namen der Gotter", OLA 84,in Clarysse, W., Schoors, A. and Willems, H., (eds), Egyptian Religion, the Last Thousand Years (Studies Dedicated to the Memory of Jan Quaegebeur), Part I, Leuven, 1998, 578-9. articulated as Amwt, not IAt.
(59) The Researcher; however, does not agree to this view-point since IAt was sometimes written without the vulture as Mwt in the form of .
(60) If written, it was to be added at the end of the word after the uni-phonemes. This means it had its own determinative. A determinative, as it is wellknown, is an additional symbol added at the end of the world. It is not articulated and has no phonemic value. It plays two important roles. The first is to determine that the symbols preceding it are phonemic and not pictorial. The other is contributing to defining the meaning of the word.
(61) It helps in determining how the word is presented especially that there are no separators between letters and words. The significance of Palermo Stone is attributed to the fact that it records the royal yearbooks for monarchs from the Old Kingdom as well as their reigns and achievements. It starts with monarchs dating back to predynastic Egypt and continues to encompass monarchs who reigned until the mid -Fifth Dynasty. The recto is recorded in the royal yearbooks dating back to the Fourth Dynasty while the verso is recorded in the royal yearbooks dating back to the end of the Fourth through the midFifth Dynasties. (65) Schafer; however, read it as sSAt and interpreted it as referring to the birth of sSAt and not IAt :wD(yt) Hrw ms(w)t sSAt, which means: the journey of the followers of Horus and the birth of sSAt.
(66) Another scholar read it asYAm.t and occurring in the sixth year of King Djer's reign, and not the fifth as indicated by Wilkinson (Fig. 1) Other textual evidence dating back to the same era is what has been stated among the Pyramid texts in the incantation no. 578 found on the eastern and western walls at the hall of King Pepi's Pyramid. It is part of the incantations related to entering and getting out of the tomb so that the deceased becomes Osiris by dusk, in the following phrase: (72) ip .sn Tw m rn .k pw n Inpw n hAw nTrw r .k m rn .k pw n IAt aHa .k r .k m Xnt nt ntrw sA smsw (73) (72) Allen, Pyramid text, recitation 520, 173. (73) Sethe, Pyr 1, Spruch 578, 1537a-b; 1538a. "They are getting to know thee in thy name )Anubis). Gods will not stand against thee in the name of the milk deity. Stand ahead of all the deities, thee the eldest son". (74) The name of the goddess was also mentioned at the burial chamber of King Unas. It was stated on the eastern part among the sacrifice rituals in incantation no. 211 which is referred to previously: (75) "Hunger is the sin of Unas; he doth not eat it. Thirst is Unas sin; he doth not drink it. Unas shall give bread to his foster parent; the milk goddess. She is one who shall make him live. She is the one who really gave birth to him, when Unas was merely a semen drop in the night, Unas was born at night". 
3-The Masculine Form of IAt in the Available Scenes
According to Wilkinson, IAt is the milk goddess and is responsible for taking care of babies. She is mentioned in these ways in the Pyramid Texts where the king states: "my fostermother is Iat", and she is who nourishes me as aforementioned in (PT131).
(77) It is noteworthy while examining this goddess to refer to its form in Ancient Egyptian art. The milk goddess has appeared in its feminine form IA.t since the Old Kingdom. Since the New Kingdom, particularly the Eighteenth Dynasty, it appeared in the masculine form IAty without the determinative , as a milk goddess.
(78) It was linked to birth, renewal and breastfeeding. (79) This might explain the emergence of this goddess in the form of a man among the scenes of divine labour of Hatshepsut's Temple.
(80) It can be described through the scene as the milk deity owing to its masculine form and the milk (74) Allen, Pyramid text, recitation 520, 184. (75) Sethe, Pyr 1, Spruch 211, Allen, Pyramid text, recitation 144, 29, 30. (77) Wilkinson, Complete Gods and Goddesses, 145, 146. (78) Wb. I, 26.17; Ivanova, Milk, 3. (79) Helck, "Iat (iAt)", LÄ II, 114. (80) Naville, Deir el Bahari, fig.53 . pot found on top of his head.
(81) Thus, based on this form it is the deity providing the baby with milk.
The Role of IAt (in its masculine form) in Divine Labour
The deity IAt appeared on the northern wall on the second surface among the divine labour scenes no. 12 and 13 of Hatshepsut at Deir el Bahari Temple. It is portrayed with a milk pot on its head to express its essence. (82) . The queen mother is portrayed sitting on a high chair below a row of (tyt) symbols. Before her, two forms of Hathor are portrayed with a cow head breastfeeding the baby-girl and her Ka. This scene is followed by two other scenes of Hathor in the form of a cow to provide the baby-girl with milk. It is well-known that the current scenes are not original. They were added to replace the original scenes. However, reminiscent of the horns of the cow Hathor are found on the walls. Also the accompanying engraving is found (although in a bad condition): mna Hmt .s Hna kAw .s nbw , "Breastfeeding her Majesty and her Ka". (83) This scene is full of nurses. Twelve nurses are portrayed carrying babies with the symbols of Ka and the goddess Neith above their heads. The Ka of the babies comprise Twelve figures as well two images of Hathor in the form of the cow. The last scene on the western wall depicts the nurses handing the divine baby to two masculine forms of gods.
(84) These are the gods Hapi in the double aspect femininity and masculinity and IAt the milkgod, (85) the milk-bringer who is depicted with a milk pot on his head. Both, in turn, hand both babies to three goddesses sitting in Osiris attire. Then god Thoth hands the two babies to Amun (figs. 3 and 4). (86) Some argue that the form of the god here represents the masculine form of the milk god known as IAty that appeared in the scene as a man in addition to its feminine form. (87) In the light of the previously data as well as investigating the linguistic aspect of the name, it can be said that the IAt, the milk goddess in its feminine form takes the determinative of the Mwt vulture. It is associated with the process of fostering and breastfeeding the baby. Meanwhile, the masculine form of the milk bringer deity is IAty. He is responsible for only providing the baby with milk. This is in accord with several examples of goddesses in Ancient Egyptian faith such as the deity Taweret in its feminine form and as hippopotamus in its masculine form.
(86) Urk. IV, 231, 15; 201; unfortunately, the accompanying text for this scene is broken and does not reveal the name of these goddesses. When comparing the scenes of divine labour of Amenhotep III at Luxor Temple in the first record located on the western wall of the labour chamber, the handing of the baby is done by the god Hapi and then the god HkAw; Naville, Deir el Bahari, Part II, 18; Gayet, Louxor, 105, 106, pl. LXVII, fig. 187 ; LD. III, pl.75a. Similarly, is the god Hapi who appears in dual nature to express both femininity and masculinity simultaneously. Its breasts and dangling abdomen are symbol of fertility. Meanwhile, its posture, firm moral and renewal through the Nile and its flood symbolize its masculinity.
(89) This is perhaps why
IAty has appeared her behind the god Hapi, i.e. due to their similar masculine forms. Accordingly, IAty has not appeared in its masculine form before the New Kingdom.
It is noteworthy that IAty as portrayed in the divine labour scene of Queen Hatshepsut is not generally associated with breastfeeding because of its masculine form. It provided the baby with milk through the symbol it carried on top of his head. This is affirmed through the accompanying texts of the divine labour scenes where Amun asks the breastfeeding goddesses (Nekhbet, Serket, Wadjet, Hathor and Hesat the cow) to breastfeed the newly-born monarch: "Amun hath ordered them to breastfeed her majesty along with all her Kas. She is to be granted life, all power, all stability, all health and happiness in order to work millions of years on the throne of Horus in favour of all the living eternally".
(89) Wilkinson, Complete Gods and Goddesses, 106, 10; see also: Derchain-Urtel, "Die Namen der Gotter", Ivanova, Milk, 6. (91) Urk.IV, 230, [15] [16] [17] Ivanova, Milk, 6. This is considered one of the significant texts as it highlights the deities responsible for breastfeeding in this process. Amun has also asked them to breastfeed to affirm that it is not IAt who is responsible for this role.
The Emblem of IAt
The deity IAt is portrayed with a milk pot above his head as is seen through the previous analysis of the scene as . This emblem directly symbolizes the functional role of the deity in Ancient Egyptian theology. It confirms its association with milk since this emblem is a pot of milk used to add milk. Gardner remarks that it was covered with a plant leaf .
(93)
4-Priests of IAt
In addition to what is previously mentioned, the religious significance of IAt deity emerged through the texts indicating the existence of its peculiar priests. These texts were found during the restoration and cleansing the entrance of the tomb Tsn .
It is sometimes written as , the priest of Ma'at, the Judge, superintendent of the scribers and the head of ten of Upper Egypt.
(94) Three engraved limestone masses were found representing parts between two doors sills belonging to two different people. One of these parts is a sill to an entrance for a person called Nes . His rocky mass comprised two rows of engravings. On the second row, the following was written:
(95) (93) Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar, 530 (sign W20); Hannig, Großes Handwörterbuch, 106 {3538}. (94) The tomb of Tsn dates back to the Old Kingdom. The tomb is found to the north of the tomb of Bw-nfr that is sculptured in the rocks at Giza Plateau to the west of Fefi's tomb (the Priest of King Khefren). Tsn had held several titles; Hassan, S., Excavation at Gîza: with special Chapters on Methods of Excavation, the false-door, and other Archaeological and religious subjects, vol. V, Government Press, Bulâq, Cairo, 1944, 261-79. (95) Hassan, Gîza, vol. V, 276. 
HqA BAt Hm nTr IAt Hm nTr Inpw Hm nTr Wp-wAt Hm nTr //// Hm nTr bAw nxn Hm nTr Nis
"The ruler of goddess Bat, the priest of goddess IAt (96) , the priest of god Anubis, the priest of god Webwat, the priest of …, the priest of Nekhen Spirits and the priest of Nes". (97) The significance of this text refers to Nes as a priest for several deities including IAt. This, in turn, refers to the importance of this deity among the major deities in Ancient Egyptian religion thought. It also affirms the existence of priests peculiar to this deity in order to perform various religious rituals.
The Metropolitan Museum has two highly significant pieces; they are one of the most well-preserved pieces dating back to this early period. The importance here that they refer to the priests of the deity. The first scene portrays a corner of limestone from the chamber of a palace official Akhet-Hotep with his names and titles. (98) He depicted receiving offering holding a long staff and a short scepter. He is portrayed on the corners of this part of the chamber twice in different attire. Engravings above these two corners were found showing the titles of Akhet-Hotep are found. (99) The right engravings read: "the superintendent of the royal Harem, the priest of IAt (the milk goddess) Akhet-Hotep".
While the left engravings read: "the superintendent of the royal Harem, the priest BAstt, Akhet-Hotep". peculiar to IAt, the milk goddess. Thus, reflecting the high status in which this goddess was held. The reference to BAstt here is perhaps because it is one of the goddesses linked to breast feeding the monarch and providing milk. This is clear on the incantation no. 508 of the Pyramids texts where one phrase states: mHdy n sw mwt .f BAstt, "He was breastfed by his mother BAstt". 
Conclusions
Literature about some Ancient Egyptian deities and their functional roles still require further studying and analysis; particularly those associated with social aspects. IAt was one of these deities. The Researcher attempts to discuss an obscure god/goddess IAt which is only known from a limited corpus and documented up through the New Kingdom. Through this paper, the Researcher concluded that IAt was existing in a dual form (feminine and masculine). God/goddess IAt was mentioned since the earliest dynasties were established. Meanwhile, the masculine form was associated to providing the royal baby with milk. It used to be portrayed with a milk pot on top of his head. Thus, the remarkable motto of this deity was the milk pot. It is noted that the Ancient Egyptian artist portrayed this deity during the divine labour process according to the role it played, as was the case in Hatshepsut temple.
As for its linguistic nature, the name of the deity is derived from iAtt which means milk. The written form of the word was always linked to the wAs scepter and the vulture Mwt, hence confirming the dual nature of the deity. It is read as IA.t in case of the goddess and iAty in case of the god. It was written sometimes without a determinative.
The religious significance of the deity is highlighted through the numerous times it was mentioned within historical texts. Examples are found on Palermo Stone, the Pyramids texts as well as various tombs. Moreover, it used to have its own priests; which means that rituals peculiar to this deity were performed. The masculine form emerged since the New Kingdom. It is noteworthy that the question of whether the deity in its -feminine and masculine forms -continued to exist until the end of the Ancient Egyptian history or not remains unanswered. The Researcher has found any texts or scenes that provide an answer to this. 
